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We analyze the current status of the solution to the solar neutrino problem based both on~a! n standard
flavor-changing neutrino interactions~FCNI! and ~b! nonuniversal flavor diagonal neutrino interactions
~FDNI!. We find that FCNI and FDNI with matter in the Sun as well as in the Earth provide a good fit not only
to the total rate measured by all solar neutrino experiments but also to the day-night and seasonal variations of
the event rate, as well as the recoil electron energy spectrum measured by the SuperKamiokande Collaboration.
This solution does not require massive neutrinos and neutrino mixing in vacuum. Stringent experimental
constraints on FCNI from bounds on lepton flavor violating decays and on FDNI from limits on lepton
universality violation rule outne→nm transitions induced by new physics as a solution to the solar neutrino
problem. However, a solution involvingne→nt transitions is viable and could be tested independently by the
upcomingB factories if flavor violating tau decays would be observed at a rate close to the present upper
bounds.










































In recent years the accuracy with which the solar neutr
flux is being measured has been improved significan
@1–5#. Better statistics and calibration of the pioneering e
periments, as well as the first next-generation experimen
SuperKamiokande, measuring the solar neutrino spect
and the event rate as a function of the zenith angle w
unprecedented precision, have provided a lot of new in
mation about the solar neutrino problem@6#. On the theoret-
ical side, several substantial improvements have been m
in the standard solar model~SSM! @7–10# which now in-
cludes the diffusion of helium and heavy elements and
dated low energy nuclear cross sections relevant to the s
neutrino production@11#. Furthermore, the SSM has receive
important independent confirmation by the excellent agr
ment between its predicted sound speeds and recent
oseismological observations@8#.
All five solar neutrino experiments@1–5# observe a solar
neutrino flux which is smaller than predicted by the SSMs
order to understand this discrepancy it has been sugge
that neutrinos are endowed with properties which are
present in the standard electroweak theory@12#. These new
properties allow the electron neutrinos to be converted al
their way from the center of the Sun to the detectors on E
into different neutrino flavors, i.e., into muon, tau, or pos
bly sterile@13# neutrinos. The fact that the terrestrial expe
ments are less sensitive to these neutrino flavors explain
observed lower counting rates. The most plausible solutio





















sector. Then neutrino oscillations in vacuum@14# or matter
@15,16# @the Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein~MSW! effect#
can explain the deficit of observed neutrinos with respec
the predictions of the SSM@17–19#.
In his seminal paper, Wolfenstein@15# observed that non-
standard neutrino interactions~NSNI! with matter can also
generate neutrino oscillations. In particular this mechan
could be relevant to solar neutrinos interacting with t
dense solar matter along their path from the core of the
to its surface@20–26#. In this case the flavor-changing neu
trino interactions~FCNI! are responsible for the off-diagona
elements in the neutrino propagation matrix~similar to the
Dm2 sin22u term induced by vacuum mixing!. For massless
neutrinos, resonantly enhanced conversions can occur du
an interplay between the standard electroweak neutrino in
actions and nonuniversal flavor diagonal neutrino inter
t ons ~FDNI! with matter@20,27#.
While many extensions of the standard model allow
massive neutrinos, it is important to stress that also m
new physics models predict new neutrino interactions. T
minimal supersymmetric standard model withoutR parity
has been evoked as an explicit model that could provide
FCNI and FDNI needed for this mechanism. Systema
studies of the data demonstrated that resonantly enha
oscillations induced by FCNI and FDNI for massless neu
nos@21,25#, or FCNI in combination with massive neutrino
@21,26# can solve the solar neutrino problem.
In this paper we investigate the current status of the so
tion to the solar neutrino problem based on NSNI, which





























































S. BERGMANNet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 073001III ! we present a comprehensive statistical analysis of
solution. Our analysis comprises both the measured t
rates of Homestake@1#, GALLEX @2#, SAGE @3# and Su-
perKamiokande@5# and, for the first time in the context o
NSNI, the full SuperKamiokande data set~corresponding to
825 effective days of operation!, including the recoil electron
spectrum and the day-night asymmetry. We have not
cluded in ourx2 analysis the seasonal variation but we w
comment on this effect. For the solar input we take the so
neutrino fluxes and their uncertainties as predicted in
standard solar model by Bahcall and Pinsonneault~BP98
SSM! @9#. The BP98 SSM includes helium and heavy e
ments diffusion, as well as the new recommended value@11#
for the low-energyS-factor,S1751922
14 eV b. We also study
the dependence of the allowed parameter space on the
energy8B neutrino flux, by varying the flux normalization a
a free parameter.
In the second part of our study, for the first time a sy
tematic, model-independent investigation of the phenome
logical constraints on FCNI and new nonuniversal FDNI r
evant for solar neutrinos is presented~Sec. IV!. Our two
main goals are:~a! to find out whether NSNI can be suffi
ciently large to provide a viable solution to the solar neutr
problem, and~b! to study various kinds of new interaction
in order to single out those new physics models that
provide such interactions. Since the typical energy scales
evant for solar neutrinos are lower than the weak interac
scale and therefore lower than any new physics scale,
sufficient to discuss the effective operators induced by he
boson exchange that allow for nonstandard neutrino sca
ing off quarks or electrons. These operators are related by
SU(2)L symmetry of the standard electroweak theory to o
erators that induce anomalous contributions to leptonic
cays. SinceSU(2)L violation cannot be large for new phys
ics at or above the weak scale, one can use the upper bo
on lepton flavor violating decays or on lepton universal
violation to put model-independent bounds on the relev
nonstandard neutrino interactions.
We find that nonstandard neutrino interactions can p
vide a good fit to the solar neutrino data if there are rat
large nonuniversal FDNI~of order 0.5 GF) and small FCNI
~of order a few times 1023 GF). Our phenomenologica
analysis indicates that FCNI could only be large enough
providene→nt transitions, whilene→nm transitions are not
relevant for the solution of the solar neutrino problem, b
cause of strong experimental constraints. Large FDNI
only be induced by an intermediate doublet ofSU(2)L ~a
scalar or a vector boson! or by a neutral vector singlet. W
conclude that the minimal supersymmetric model with b
ken R parity @28# is the favorite model for this scenario.
In Sec. V we discuss how to to confirm or exclude t
solution to the solar neutrino problem based on nonstand
neutrino interactions by future experiments. We argue t
the magnitudes of FCNI parameters necessary forne→nt
conversion in the sun could be tested independently by
upcomingB-factories. Finally, we discuss briefly the poss
bility of distinguishing this solution from the others by futu






























II. NEUTRINO FLAVOR CONVERSION INDUCED
BY NONSTANDARD NEUTRINO INTERACTIONS
Any model beyond the standard electroweak theory t
gives rise to the processes
nef→n l f , ~1!
na f→na f , ~2!
where ~here and below! f 5u,d,e and l 5m,t and a
5e,m,t, is potentially relevant for neutrino oscillations i
the sun, since these processes modify the effective mas
neutrinos propagating in dense matter.
The evolution equations for massless neutrinos that in
act with matter via the standard weak interactions and
nonstandard interactions in~1! and~2! are given by@20,21#:
i
d
dr S Ae~r !Al ~r ! D 5A2GFS ne~r ! en l
f nf~r !
en l
f nf~r ! e8n l
f nf~r !D S Ae~r !Al ~r ! D ,
~3!
whereAe(r ) andAl (r ) are, respectively, the probability am
plitudes to detect ane andn l at positionr. For neutrinos that
have been coherently produced asne in the solar core at
position r 0, the equations in~3! are subject to the boundar
conditionsAe(r 0)51 andAl (r 0)50. While W-exchange of
ne with the background electrons gives rise to the w
known forward scattering amplitudeA2GFne(r ), the FCNI
in ~1! induce a flavor-changing forward scattering amplitu
A2GFen l
f nf(r ) and the nonuniversal FDNI in~2! are respon-
sible for the flavor diagonal entryA2GFe8n l
f nf(r ) in Eq. ~3!.
Here
nf~r !5H nn~r !12np~r !, f 5u,2nn~r !1np~r !, f 5d, ~4!
is the respective fermion number density at positionr in














describe, respectively, the relative strength of the FCNI
~1!, and the new flavor diagonal, but nonuniversal inter
tions in ~2!. Gnanb
f (a,b5e,m,t) denotes the effective cou
pling of the four-fermion operator
O nf [~nānb!~ f̄ f ! ~6!
that gives rise to such interactions. The Lorentz structure
O nf depends on the new physics that induces this opera
Operators which involve only left-handed neutrinos~and
which conserve total lepton numberL) can be decompose
into a (V2A) ^ (V2A) and a (V2A) ^ (V1A) component.
~Any single new physics contribution that is induced by c
ral interactions yields only one of these two components.! I


















































STATUS OF THE SOLUTION TO THE SOLAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 073001background fermion current affects the neutrino propaga
for an unpolarized medium at rest@15,29#. Hence only the
(V2A) ^ (V) part ofO nf is relevant for neutrino oscillation
in normal matter. One mechanism to induce such operato
due to the exchange of heavy bosons that appear in var
extensions of the standard model. An alternative mechan
arises when extending the fermionic sector of the stand
model and is due toZ-induced flavor-changing neutral cu
rents~FCNCs!. For a discussion ofZ-induced FCNC effects
on solar neutrinos, see Refs.@30,31#.
A resonance occurs when the diagonal entries of the e
lution matrix in Eq.~3! coincide at some pointr res along the
trajectory of the neutrino, leading to the resonance condi
e8n l
f nf~r res!5ne~r res!. ~7!
An immediate consequence is that new FDNI forf 5e alone
cannot induce resonant neutrino flavor conversions.
As we will see in Sec. IV onlyne→nt conversions are
compatible with the existing phenomenological constrai
on en l
f ande8n l
f . We note that in the minimal supersymme
ric standard model with brokenR-parity @28# the relevant














in terms of the trilinear couplingsl i jk8 and the bottom squark
massMb̃ .
The neutrino evolution matrix in Eq.~3! vanishes in
vacuum and is negligibly small for the matter densities of
Earth’s atmosphere. Therefore the probability of finding
electron neutrino arriving at the detector during day time
easily obtained by evolving the equations in~3! from the
neutrino production point to the solar surface. Furthermo
typically there are many oscillations between the neutr
production and detection point and a resonance. There
the phase information before and after the resonance is
ally lost after integration over the production and detect
region and one may use classical survival probabilities. T





1S 12 2PcD cos 2ump cos 2ums , ~9!
where r s is the solar surface position and in the analy
expression in Eq.~9! we denote byum
p andum
s , respectively,
the effective, matter-induced mixing at the neutrino prod
tion point and at the solar surface. In terms of the new ph
ics parameters«, «8 and the fermion densities the effectiv

























Note that tan 2um52en l
e /(e8n l
e 21) is constant forf 5e. Pc
is the level crossing probability. The approximate Landa
Zener expression is@20,21#
Pc5exp@2pg/2# with
g54A2GFU ~en lf /e8n lf !2e8n lf • ned
dx S nfneDU res. ~11!
When neutrinos arrive at the detector during the night
modification of the survival probability has to be introduc
since the nonstandard neutrino interactions with the ter
trial matter may regenerate electron neutrinos that have b
transformed in the sun. Assuming that the neutrinos re
the Earth as an incoherent mixture of the effective ma
eigenstatesn1 and n2, the survival probability during night










HereP2e is the probability of a transition from the staten2 to
the flavor eigenstatene along the neutrino path in the Earth
For our analysis we assume a step function profile for
Earth matter density, which has been shown to be a g
approximation in other contexts~see, e.g., Ref.@33# for a
recent analysis of matter effects for atmospheric neutrin!.
Then the Earth matter effects on the neutrino propaga






s 1W1W3 sin 2um
s , ~13!
where the parametersW1 andW3 contain all the information
of the Earth density and are defined in Ref.@34#. ~The only
difference is that in our case also the off-diagonal elemen
the neutrino evolution matrix varies when the neutri
propagates through the Earth matter.!
It is this interaction with the terrestrial matter that ca
produce a day-night variation of the solar neutrino flux an
consequently, a seasonal modulation of the data.~Note that
this seasonal variation is of a different nature than the
expected for vacuum oscillations from the change of
baseline due to the eccentricity of the Earth’s orbit arou
the sun.!
III. ANALYSIS OF THE SOLAR NEUTRINO DATA
In this section we present our analysis of the solution
the solar neutrino problem based on neutrino flavor conv
sions induced by NSNI in matter. Our main goal is to det
mine the values of« and«8 that can explain the experimen

































S. BERGMANNet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 073001A. Rates
First we consider the data on the total event rate meas
by the chlorine~Cl! experiment@1#, the gallium~Ga! detec-
tors GALLEX @2#, and SAGE@3# and the water Cherenko
experiment SuperKamiokande~SK! @5#. We compute the al-
lowed regions in parameter space according to the B
SSM @9# and compare the results with the regions obtain
for an arbitrary normalizationf B of the high energy neutrino
8B neutrino fluxes.
We use the minimalx2 statistical treatment of the dat
following the analyses of Refs.@35,36#. Our x2-function is
defined as follows:
xR
2~«,«8@ , f B# !5 (
i , j 51, . . . ,4
~Ri
th~«,«8@ , f B# !2Ri
obs!
3@sR
2 # i j
21~Rj




obs denote, respectively, the predicted a
the measured value for the event rates of the four solar
periments (i 5Cl, GALLEX, SAGE, SK!. The error matrix
sR contains both the experimental~systematic and statistica!
and the theoretical errors.
In Fig. 1 the allowed regions in the parameter space on
d
and e8n
d for neutrino scattering offd-quarks are shown a
90%, 95% and 99% confidence level~C.L.!. In Fig. 1~a!, the
8B flux is fixed by the BP98 SSM prediction (f B51). The





2 52.44 for 42252 degrees of freedom~DOF!. Al-
lowing an arbitrary8B flux normalization, a different best fi
point is obtained for (en
d ,e8n
d)5(2.231022,0.59) and f B
51.36 withxmin
2 50.91 for 42351 DOF. The result of this
analysis is shown in Fig. 1~b!. ~Effects due to deviations o
the hep neutrino flux from the standard solar model pred
tion are expected to be less significant and we do not c
sider them in this work.!
In Fig. 2 the allowed regions in the parameter space on
u
and e8n
u for neutrino scattering offu-quarks are shown a
90%, 95% and 99% C.L. In Fig. 2~a!, the 8B flux is fixed by






2 52.64 for two DOF. Allowing an arbitrary8B flux
normalization f B , a different best fit point is obtained fo
(en
u ,e8n
u)5(5.831023,0.425) and f B51.34 with xmin
2
50.96 for one DOF. The result of this analysis is shown
Fig. 2~b!.
It is remarkable that the neutrino flavor conversi
mechanism based on NSNI provides quite a good fit to
total rates despite the fact that the conversion probabili
~9! and ~12! do not depend on the neutrino energy. This
unlike the case of the vacuum and the MSW convers
mechanisms which provide the appropriate energy dep











guish between neutrinos of different energies is via the
sition of the resonancer res. Note that according to Eq.~7!,
r res is a function of«8 only. As can be seen in Fig. 3,ne /nf
( f 5d,u) is a smooth and monotonic function of the distan
from the solar center, allowing us to uniquely determine
r res for a given value of«8. From Fig. 3 it follows that a
resonance can only occur ifed8P@0.50,0.77# for NSNI with
d-quarks oreu8P@0.40,0.46# for NSNI with u-quarks. For
both cases the major part of these intervals correspond
r res&0.2R( (R( being the solar radius!. For ed,u8 within the
90% C.L. regions~indicated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2! we find
FIG. 1. Region of«5en
d and «85e8n
d which can explain the
total rates measured by the Homestake, GALLEX, SAGE, and
perKamiokande solar neutrino experiments in terms of nonstan
neutrino interactions withd-quarks.~a! The best fit~indicated by
the open circle! is obtained for («,«8)5(0.0032,0.610) withxmin
2
52.44 for 42252 DOF. A second~local! x2 minimum ~indicated
by the solid square! is found at («,«8)5(0.034,0.610) withx2
52.63.~b! Allowing for an arbitrary8B flux normalizationf B , the
best fit ~indicated by the open circle! is obtained for («,«8)
5(0.022,0.590) andf B51.36 withxmin

































STATUS OF THE SOLUTION TO THE SOLAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 073001r res'0.1 R( . Since the nuclear reactions that produce n
trinos with higher energies in general take place closer to
solar center~see Chap. 6 of Ref.@6# for the various spatia
distributions of the neutrino production reactions!, a reso-
nance position close to the solar center implies that predo
nantly the high energy neutrinos are converted by a reso
transition. Forr res'0.1R( practically all
8B neutrinos cross
the resonance layer, fewer7Be neutrinos pass through th
resonance, while most of thepp-neutrinos are not be af
fected by the resonance since their production region exte
well beyond the resonance layer. Therefore for most of
allowed region in Figs. 1 and 2 the respective average
vival probabilities fulfill
FIG. 2. Same as in Fig. 1 but foru-quarks. ~a! The best fit
~indicated by the open circle! is obtained for («,«8)
5(0.0013,0.430) withxmin
2 52.75 for 42252 DOF. A second~lo-
cal! x2 minimum ~indicated by the solid square! is found at
(«,«8)5(0.0083,0.425) withx252.70. ~b! Allowing for an arbi-
trary 8B flux normalizationf B , the best fit~indicated by the open
circle! is obtained for («,«8)5(0.0058,0.425) andf B51.34 with
xmin








We note that the above relation is still valid when taking in
account that a significant fraction of thepp neutrinos crosses
the resonance layer twice, if they are produced just outs
resonance. This is—roughly speaking—because ane which
undergoes a resonant flavor transition when entering the
lar interior atr res is reconverted into ane at the second reso
nance when it emerges again from the solar core. In
numerical calculations we properly take into account the
fects of such double resonances.
An immediate consequence of the relation in Eq.~17! is
that as long asf B51 the NSNI solution predicts thatRSK
,RCl,RGa, which is inconsistent with the observed hiera
chy of the rates,RCl,RSK,RGa, leading to a somewha
worse fit than the standard MSW solutions. However, wh
treatingf B as a free parameter, forf B;1.321.4, the SK rate
is sufficiently enhanced to give the correct relation betwe
the rates. In this case also the neutral current contribu
from nm,te
2 scattering is increased due to a largernm,t flux,
which is consistent with the SuperKamiokande observatio
We find that for the best fit points for («,«8) in Figs. 1~b!
and 2~b! and f B;1.35, the survival probability for
8B, 7Be,
andpp-neutrinos are;0.24, 0.4, and 0.7, respectively.
In Figs. 1~b! and 2~b! the 8B neutrino flux normalization
f B has been varied as a free parameter in order to study
dependence of the allowed parameter space on the high
ergy neutrino flux. It is interesting to note that the allow
regions in these figures do not completely contain those
Figs. 1~a! and 2~a!, where the boron flux and its uncertain
are determined by the BP98 SSM. In order to explain t
apparently inconsistent result we have plottedx2 as a func-
tion of f B in Fig. 4, allowingf B to vary within a sufficiently
broad interval (0, f B,100) for every point in the («,«8)
parameter space. The horizontal lines indicate the 68%, 9
and 99% C.L. limits for two DOF. The intersection of the
lines with thex2 curve determines the relevant ranges of t
boron flux allowed by the experimental data. The vertic
FIG. 3. The ratio of the number density of electron to that ofd-
andu-quarks in the sun e(r )/nf(r ) ( f 5d,u), is plotted as a func-
tion of the distance from the solar center.1-5



































dotted lines indicate the 1s and 3s ranges of the boron
neutrino flux in the BP98 SSM.
Note that thex2 minima are obtained for a boron flu
significantly larger (f B;1.35) than the one predicted by th
SSM (f B51.0), as we already anticipated in the discuss
of Eq. ~17!. Moreover, from Fig. 4 it follows that forf B
,1 the fit to the experimental data imposes stronger c
straints on the boron flux than the SSM. Forf B.1 the situ-
ation is exactly the opposite. Therefore the effect of relax
f B from its SSM value is that regions in the («,«8) param-
eter space where the averaged survival probability for8B
neutrinoŝ P(8B)& is smaller can be easily compensated b
larger boron flux and obtain a lower value forxR
2 . On the
other hand, regions wherêP(8B)& is rather large require a
small boron flux which is more difficult to achieve whe
eliminating the SSM constraint onf B . This is the main
mechanism behind the changes of the allowed regions u
relaxing the SSM constraint onf B . It explains why the re-
gions with large« are allowed in Figs. 1~a! and 2~a! and are
ruled out in Figs. 1~b! and 2~b!. Here^P(8B)& is rather large
and a small boron fluxf B;1 like in the SSM is preferred to
explain the data. The opposite occurs in the area between
two disconnected regions in Figs. 1~a! and 2~a!. Here
^P(8B)& is comparatively small and therefore a larger bor
flux increasesxR
2 in this region leading to the merging of th
separated contours in Figs. 1~b! and 2~b! when f B is treated
as a free parameter.
B. Zenith angle data
Next, we consider the zenith angle dependence of the
lar neutrino data of the SuperKamiokande experiment.
mentioned above, NSNI with matter may affect the neutr
propagation through the Earth, resulting in a difference
tween the event rates during day and night time. The d
obtained by the SuperKamiokande collaboration are divi
into five bins containing the events observed at night and
bin for the events collected during the day@37# and have














tion: 403.2 effective days for the day events and 421.5 eff
tive days for the night events. The experimental results s
gest an asymmetry between the total data collected du






In order to take into account the Earth matter effect we
fine the followingx2-function that characterizes the devi
tions of the six measured (Zi
obs) from the predicted (Zi
th)
values of the rate as a function of zenith angle:
xZ
2~«,«8,aZ!5 (







HeresZ,i refers to the total error associated with each zen
angle bin and we have neglected possible correlations
tween the systematic errors of these bins. Since we are
interested in the shape of the zenith angle distribution,
have introduced an overall normalization factor,aZ , which
is treated as a free parameter and determined from the
~Using this procedure also prevents over-counting the d
on the total event rate when combining all available data
Sec. III E.! Note that the experimental value of the day-nig
asymmetry in Eq.~18! is not used in the fit, since the si
zenith angle bins already include consistently all the av
able information about the Earth effects.
In Fig. 5 we show the allowed regions in the («,«8) pa-
rameter space for neutrino scattering offd- and u-quarks,
respectively. The contours in Fig. 5 correspond to the
lowed regions at 90%, 95%, and 99% C.L. The best fit~in-




2 51.10 for neutrino




2 51.44 for neutrino scattering of








































STATUS OF THE SOLUTION TO THE SOLAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 073001Finally, in Fig. 6 we show the expected zenith angle d
tributions for SuperKamiokande using the values of (e,e8)
determined by the best fit. For comparison, we also pre
in this figure the expected zenith angle distributions for
best fit values of (e,e8) found in the combined analysis~that
will be discussed in Sec. III E!.
C. Recoil electron spectrum
We also consider the measurements of the recoil elec
spectrum by SuperKamiokande@37#. The available data, af
ter 825 days of operation, are divided into 18 bins. Sevent
FIG. 5. Region of«5en
d and«85e8n
d which is excluded by day
and night data~contained in 1 5 bins! as measured by the Su
perKamiokande solar neutrino experiment in terms of nonstand
neutrino interactions with~a! d-quarks and~b! u-quarks. For
d-quarks, the best fit~indicated by the open circle! is obtained for
(«,«8)5(0.251,0.620) andaZ50.819 with xmin
2 51.10 for 623
53 DOF. A second~local! x2 minimum ~indicated by the solid
square! is found at («,«8)5(0.0316,0.570) andaZ51.02 with x
2
55.20. Foru-quarks, the best fit~indicated by the open circle! is
obtained for («,«8)5(0.229,0.690) andaZ50.685 with xmin
2





of these bins have a width of 0.5 MeV and are grouped i
two bins for a super low energy analysis with energies
tween 5.5 and 6.5 MeV and 15 bins with energies rang
from 6.5 MeV~the low energy limit! to 14 MeV. The last bin
includes all the events with energies larger than 14 MeV
Since the electron neutrino survival probability does n
depend on the neutrino energy in the NSNI scenario,
spectral distortion of the recoil electrons from8B neutrino
due to the presence of anm,t component in the neutrino flux
is expected to be very small@38# and therefore, even a rela
tively small spectral distortion~such as the one expected
small mixing angle MSW solution! could rule out this solu-
tion.
The x2-function that characterizes the deviations of t
measured (Si
obs) from the predicted (Si
th) values for the elec-
tron recoil spectrum therefore provides an important tes
the NSNI solution. It is defined as:
xS
2~«,«8,aS!5 (









where the error matrix~squared!
@sS
2# i j 5d i j @s i
2~stat!1s i
2~uncorr!#1s i~corr!s j~corr!
1s i~ theor!s j~ theor! ~21!
includes statistical@s i(stat)# and systematic experimental e
rors ~including both the uncorrelated@s i(uncorr)# and the
correlated@s i(corr)# contributions! as well as the theoretica
errors @s i(theor)# ~see Refs.@17,18# for more details!.
Again, as in the analysis for the zenith angle dependence
introduce an overall normalization factoraS , which is taken
as a free parameter and determined from the fit, in orde
avoid over-counting the data on the total event rate. Fitt
the present data to our scenario we obtainxmin
2 520.0 for
1821517 DOF, which is still acceptable at the 27% C.L
D. Seasonal variations
The Earth matter effects on neutrino flavor transitions
duce a seasonal variation of the data~beyond the expected
variation of the solar neutrino flux due to the eccentricity
the Earth’s orbit! due to the variation of the day and nigh
time during the year. Since these variations can be relev
to other neutrino oscillation scenarios@39#, a positive signal
could help to distinguish the various solutions and it
worthwhile to analyze the effects of such a variation in t
NSNI scenario.
The present SK solar neutrino data do not provide a
conclusive evidence in favor of such a variation, but indic
only that the variation seems to be larger for recoil elect
energies above 11.5 MeV. In our scenario, however, we
not expect any correlation between the seasonal varia
and the recoil electron energies, since the electron neut
survival probability does not depend on the neutrino ener
Therefore any range of parameters that leads to a cons
able seasonal modulation for energies above 11.5 MeV
rd1-7
S. BERGMANNet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 073001FIG. 6. Expected zenith angle dependence with our best fit values of («,«8) determined only by the SK zenith angle data~d shed line!




























p-disfavored by the data for lower energies. However, for
range of parameters («,«8) that can solve the solar neutrin
problem, Earth regeneration effects are never strong eno
to induce a significant seasonal variation. Hence taking
account the data on seasonal variations neither change
shape of the allowed region, nor the best fit points.
E. Combined analysis
Our final result is the fit derived from the combined ana
sis of all presently available solar neutrino data. In Figs





u), respectively, using both the results from the to
rates from the chlorine, GALLEX, SAGE, and SuperKami
kande solar neutrino experiments together with the six b
from the SuperKamiokande zenith angle data discussed
viously. Although adding the spectral information to o
analysis does not change the shape of allowed regions
the best fit points, it is included in order to determine t
quality of the global fit. However, we do not take into a
count the seasonal variation in our combinedx2 analysis,
since the effect is negligible.
For neutrino scattering offd-quarks, the best fit for the





2 529.05 for 2824524 DOF, corresponding to a
solution at the 22% C.L.@see Fig. 7~a!#. Allowing f BÞ1, the




2 526.62 for 2825523 DOF, corresponding to a
solution at the 27% C.L.@see Fig. 7~b!#. For neutrino scat-






2 528.45 for 2824524 DOF corresponding to a
solution at the 24% C.L.@see Fig. 8~a!#. Allowing f BÞ1, the















to a solution at the 27% C.L.@see Fig. 8~b!#. These results
have to be compared with the fit for standard model neu
nos, that do not oscillate~where the C.L. is smaller than
1027), as well as to the standard solutions of the solar n
trino problem in terms of usual neutrino oscillations~36%
C.L.! @17,18#.
Finally, in Fig. 6 we show the expected zenith angle d
tributions for SuperKamiokande using the best fitted valu
of (e,e8) from the combined analysis.
IV. PHENOMENOLOGICAL CONSTRAINTS ON e AND e8
In this section we investigate whether the allowed regio
for the parametersen l
f and e8n l
f are at all phenomenologi
cally viable. The analysis of nonstandard neutrino inter
tions that could be relevant for the solar neutrino problem
similar to the discussions in Refs.@40,41#, where the possi-
bility that FCNI explain the LSND results@42,40# or the
atmospheric neutrino anomaly@43,41# was discussed.
Generically, extensions of the standard model include
ditional fields that can induce new interactions: A heavy b
sonB that couples weakly to some fermion bilinearsBi j with
the trilinear couplingsl i j , wherei , j 51,2,3 refer to fermion
generations, induces the four-fermion operatorBi j
† Bkl at tree-
level. The effective coupling is given by
GN
B†B5
l i j* lkl
4A2MB2
, ~24!
for energies well below the boson massMB . Thus, in terms
of the trilinear couplingla f that describes the coupling o
some heavy bosonB to na (a5e,m,t) and a charged fer-
mion f 5u,d,e, the effective parameters in~5! are given by
en l
f 5




ul l f u22ule fu2
4A2MB2GF
. ~25!
Since any viable extension of the standard model has to c


















STATUS OF THE SOLUTION TO THE SOLAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 073001proach presented in Refs.@40,41# is completely sufficient to
describe any new physics effect for the energy scales typ
to present neutrino oscillation experiments. Even though
effective theory obviously does not contain all the inform
tion inherent in the full high-energy theory, the parameters
the effective theory are all of what is accessible at low en
gies, when the ‘‘heavy degrees of freedom’’ are integra
out.
The crucial point for our analysis is the following: Sinc
the SM neutrinos are components ofSU(2)L doublets, the
FIG. 7. The allowed region for«5en
d and«85e8n
d obtained by
the combined analysis using 4 rates1 6 zenith angle bins1 18
spectrum bins for nonstandard neutrino interactions withd-quarks.
~a! Fixing f B51 the best fit~indicated by the open circle! is ob-
tained for («,«8)5(0.028,0.585) withxmin
2 529.05 for 2824524
DOF. There are two additional~local! x2 minima at («,«8)
5(0.0033,0.610) withx2529.40 ~indicated by the solid square!
and («,«8)5(0.21,0.61) withx2533.1~indicated by the cross!. ~b!
Same as in~a! but allowing a freef B . The best fit~indicated by the
open circle! is obtained for («,«8)5(0.018,0.585) andf B51.38
with xmin






same trilinear couplingsla f that give rise to nonzeroen l
f or
e8n l
f also induce other four-fermion operators. These ope
tors involve theSU(2)L partners of the neutrinos, i.e., th
charged leptons, and can be used to constrain the rele
couplings.
Noting that Lorentz invariance implies that any fermion
bilinear Bi j can couple to either a scalar (S) or a vector (V)
boson, it is straightforward to write down all gauge invaria
trilinear couplings between the bilinears~that contain SM
ermions! and arbitrary bosonsS andV that might appear in
a generic extension of the standard model~s e Tables 1–3 o
Ref. @41#!. From these couplings one then obtains all t
effective four-fermion operators relevant to the solution
the solar neutrino problem in terms of NSNI as well as t
SU(2)L-related operators that are used to constrain their
FIG. 8. Same as in Fig. 7 but foru-quarks.~a! Fixing f B51 the
best fit ~indicated by the open circle! is obtained for («,«8)
5(0.0083,0.425) withxmin
2 528.45 for 2824524 DOF. A second
~local! x2 minimum is found at («,«8)5(0.0013,0.430) withx2
530.27 ~indicated by the solid square!. ~b! Same as in~a! but
allowing a freef B . The best fit~indicated by the open circle! is
obtained for («,«8)5(0.0063,0.426) andf B51.34 with xmin
2

























S. BERGMANNet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 073001fective couplings.~We do not consider here operators th
violate total lepton number which can be induced if there
mixing between the intermediate bosons@44#.!
While we refer the reader to Refs.@40,41# for the details
of this model-independent approach, we present here
explicit examples relevant to solar neutrinos to demonst
how SU(2)L related processes can be used to constrain
parametersen l
f or e8n l
f . First, consider the bilinearL̄ f R
~where L denotes the lepton doublet andf 5e,u,d) that
couples via a scalar doublet to its hermitian conjugatef R̄L.
In terms of the component fields the effective interaction
la f* lb f
M1
2 ~nā f R!~ f R̄nb!1
la f* lb f
M2
2 ~ l ā f R!~ f R̄l b!
52
la f* lb f
2M1
2 ~nāg
mnb!~ f R̄gm f R!
2
la f* lb f
2M2
2 ~ l āg
ml b!~ f R̄gm f R!, ~26!
wherel a5eL ,mL ,tL for a5e,m,t. la f is the trilinear cou-
pling of L ā f R to the scalar doublet andM1,2 denote the
masses of itsSU(2)L components. The important point
that the scalar doublet exchange not only gives rise to
four-Fermi operatorO nf in ~6! @with (V2A) ^ (V1A) struc-
ture#, but also produces theSU(2)L related operator
O lf[~ l āl b!~ f̄ f !, ~27!
which has the same Lorentz structure asO nf , with the neu-
trinos replacedby their charged lepton partners. Moreove










Constructing all the relevant four-fermion operators th
are induced by the couplings between the bilinears liste
Tables 1–3 of Ref.@41#, one finds that in generalO lf is
generated together withO nf 8 . Here f 8 can be different fromf
only for interactions with quarks, that is in some casesO lu
(O ld) is generated together withO nd (O nu). The leptonic op-
eratorO le is always generated together withO ne unless the
interaction is mediated by an intermediate scalarSU(2)L







Note that the singlet only couples between two different
vors, since the coupling has to be antisymmetric in fla
space. Consequently a singlet that couples to the bilin
(L l Le)s cannot induce a nonzeroen l












sulting four-fermion operators only mediate FDNI is tru
because for the solar neutrinos we only care aboutne→n l
transitions.@For atmospheric neutrinos alsonm→nt transi-
tions induced by nonstandard neutrino interactions with
electrons are of interest. In this case the coupling of (LmLe)s
to (LtLe)s
† via singlet exchange inducing FCNI is possib
@41#.#
The effective interactions that are mediated by a sca
singlet of massM that couples to (L l Le)s with the elemen-






c !~ l L
c̄ne!
1~n ēl L








meL!~n l̄ gmn l !2~eL̄g
mne!~n l̄ gml L!
1~n ēg
mne!~ l L̄gml L!2~n ēg
meL!~ l L̄gmn l !#,
~30!
where we used a Fierz transformation and the iden
Ac̄gmBc52B̄gmA to obtain ~30!. One can see that in thi
caseO ne is generated together with three more operators
have the same effective coupling~up to a sign!. However,
unlike for the case of intermediate doublets~or triplets!, all
these operators involve two charged leptons and two ne
nos.
A. Experimental constraints
1. Flavor-changing neutrino interactions
There is no experimental evidence for any nonvanish
Gel
f . Therefore, wheneverO lf is generated together with
O nf , one can use the upper bounds onGelf to derive con-
straints onGnen l
f . The most stringent constraints onGel
e are




Normalizing the above bounds to the measured rates of
related lepton flavor conserving decays, BR(m2→e2n̄enm)









Note that the bounds one l
f do only coincide with those for
en l
f in the SU(2) symmetric limit. We will comment on
possible relaxations due toSU(2)L breaking effects later in
Sec. IV B.
To constrainGem
q we use the upper bounds onm→e con-




























































is a conservative upper bound irrespective of the inhe
hadronic uncertainties for such an estimate.
To constrainGet
q we may use the upper bounds on vario





Let us first consider the tau decays intop0 and r0. Since
these mesons belong to an isospin triplet we can use
isospin symmetry to normalize the above bounds~39! and
~40! by the measured rates of related lepton flavor cons
ing decays. Using BR(t2→ntp2)50.11 @46# and BR(t2
→ntr2)50.22 @47,46#, we obtain
Get
q ~p!,8.231023 GF , and Get
q ~r!,4.231023 GF .
~43!
Since thep (r) is a pseudoscalar~vector! meson its decay
probes the axial-vector~vector! part of the quark current.
In general, any semi-hadronic operatorO lq can be decom-
posed into anI 50 and anI 51 isospin component. Only th
effective coupling of the latter can be constrained by
upper bounds on the decays into final states with isove
mesons, like thep and ther. If the resulting operator is
dominated by theI 50 component, the bounds in~43! do not
hold. But in this case we can use the upper bound
BR(t2→e2h) in ~41!. Since theh is an isosinglet, isospin
symmetry is of no use for the normalization. However,
can estimate the proper normalization using the relation
tween theh andp hadronic matrix elements, which is jus
the ratio of the respective decay constants,f h / f p.1.3
@47,46#. Taking into account the phase space effects, we
tain from ~41! that
Get
q ~h!,1.131022 GF . ~44!
Since theh is a pseudoscalar meson its decay probes
axial-vector part of theI 50 component of the quark curren
while the neutrino propagation is only affected by the vec











new physics contribution the vector and axial-vector pa
have the same magnitude and we can use~44! to constrain
the isosinglet component ofO lq . In case there are severa
contributions, whose axial-vector parts cancel each ot
@41#, the I 50 component could still be constrained by th
upper bound on BR(t2→e2p1p2) in ~42!. While the cal-
culation of the rate is uncertain due to our ignorance of
spectra and the decay constants of the isosinglet scalar
nances, we expect that the normalization will be similar
that of thep, r, andh discussed before. Finally we note th
the decayt2→e2v would be ideal to constrain theI 50
vector part, but at present no upper bound on its rate is av
able.
While one can always fine-tune some parameters in o
to avoid our bounds, our basic assumption is that this is





2. Flavor diagonal neutrino interactions
So far we have only discussed the upper bounds on FC
However, if the neutrinos are massless then in addition to
FCNI that induce an off-diagonal term in the effective ne
trino mass matrix, also nonuniversal flavor diagonal inter
tions are needed to generate the required splitting betw
the diagonal terms.
In general any operator that induces such FDNI is rela
to other lepton flavor conserving operators, that give ad
tional contributions to SM allowed processes, and theref
violate the lepton universality of the SM. Then the upp
bounds on lepton universality violation can be used to c
strain these operators. Using the relation to the operators
induce the FDNI one may also constrain the latter.
As we mentioned already for massless neutrinos, onl
nonzeroe8n l
q (q5u,d) can lead to a resonance effect, whi
FDNI that allow for scattering off electrons alone are insu
ficient to solve the solar neutrino problem. Therefore
only need to discuss the effective flavor diagonal operato
O nq[~nāgmna!~ q̄gmq!, ~46!
wherea5e,m,t andq5uL,R ,dL,R .
It is easy to check that for FDNI induced by heavy bos
exchangeO nq is always induced together with
O lq[~ l āgml a!~q8̄gmq8!, ~47!
whereq85uL,R ,dL,R can be different fromq. Moreover, in-
termediate scalar singlets and triplets~that couple toQL) as
well as charged vector singlets and triplets~ hat couple to
Q̄L) also give rise to
O lnq [~ l āgmna!~qL̄gmqL8 !, ~48!
where q85u,d for q5d,u. @See ~30! as an example for
FDNI mediated by an intermediate scalar singlet.# SinceOlnq
induces an additional contribution to the SM weak dec
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q can be constrained by the upp
bounds on lepton universality violation in semi-hadronic d




































from unity. HereN denotes a normalization factor, which
just the ratio of the above two rates in the SM such t
Ra/b51 if Gl ana
q 5Gl bnb
q . In the approximation we assum
that Gln
q !GF . From the most recent experimental da















is a conservative upper bound. IfO lnq is induced together
with O nq , then in theSU(2)L symmetric limite8lq 5e8nq , but
a modest relaxation due toSU(2)L breaking effects is pos
sible ~see Sec. IV B!.
It is essential to realize that not all new physics operat
that induce the FDNI relevant to solar neutrinos are relate
O lnq . For an intermediateSU(2)L scalar doublet@see Eq.
~26! for f 5q# or a vector doublet~that couples toqc̄L) or a
neutral vector singlet, onlyO lq is induced together withO nq .
In this case one may only use the upper bound onGll
q that is
due to the constraints on compositeness. The present
from pp̄→e1e2,m1m21X @49,46# imply an upper limit on
the scale of compositenessL(qqlal a)*1.6 TeV, which
translates into
Gl a l a
q &1021GF ~56!
as a conservative estimate fora5e,m. ~One-loop contribu-
tions to theZ width due toO lq lead to a similar constraint on
Gee
q @50#.! However, no upper bound onL(qqtt) is avail-
able.
For a neutral vector singletGl a l a
q 5Gnana
q and from ~5!







while there is no model-independent bound one8nt
q . For
intermediateSU(2)L doublets the bound in~57! could be
relaxed somewhat, since the effective couplings of the
evant operators may differ due toSU(2)L breaking effects,
which we discuss next.
B. Constraining SU„2…L breaking effects
The excellent agreement between the SM predictions
the electroweak precision data implies thatSU(2)L breaking
effects cannot be large. To show that the upper bounds
Gll
f ~or Gln
f ) translate into similar bounds forGnn
f if their
related operators stem from the sameSU(2)L invariant cou-





f ), is given by ratio
M1
2/M2
2. Here M1 and M2 are the masses of the particle
belonging to theSU(2)L multiplet that mediate the processe
described byGab
f (Ganb
f ) and Gnanb
f , respectively. IfM1
ÞM2, this multiplet will contribute to the oblique paramete
@51# S,U and, most importantly,T. A fit to the most recent
precision data performed in Ref.@41# determined the maxi-
mally allowed ratio (M1 /M2)max
2 to be at most 6.8~at 90%
C.L.! for intermediate scalars.~Vector bosons in general ar
expected to have even stronger bounds for the mass ra!.
Consequently the upper limits on the effective couplingsGnn
agree with those we derived for the correspondingGll
f ~or
Gln
f ) within an order of magnitude even for maximalSU(2)L
breaking. Thus, barring fine-tuned cancellations,
en l
f ,6.8e l




V. IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE EXPERIMENTS
In this section we discuss how to test the solution to
solar neutrino problem based on nonstandard neutrino in
ture neutrino experiments.
Let us consider first the possibility of obtaining strong
constraints on new physics from future laboratory expe
ments. Our phenomenological analysis shows that FC
could only be large enough to providene→nt transitions
while, model-independently,ne→nm transitions are irrel-
evant for solar neutrinos. Even forne→nt transitions, the
required effective coupling has to be close to its current
per bound, which we derived from limits on anomalous t
decays. Therefore the solution to the solar neutrino prob
studied in this paper could be tested by the upcom
B-factories that are expected to improve the present exp
mental bounds on several raret decays. For example, assum
ing an integrated luminosity of 30 fb21 ~corresponding to
33107t pairs! for the BaBar@52# experiment, the upper lim-
its on the branching ratios in~39!–~42! could be reduced by
one order of magnitude. This would decrease the bound
et
q in ~45! to a value close to the smallest possible best












































STATUS OF THE SOLUTION TO THE SOLAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 073001the parameter space and making the NSNI solution incr
ingly fine-tuned.
Next we consider the implications for future solar ne
trino experiments@53–57#. In Table I we present the ex
pected ranges for the event rates~normalized to the SSM
expectation in the absence of neutrino flavor transitions! of
those experiments, if the solar neutrino problem is explai
by NSNI. In Fig. 9 the predicted rates are presented gra
cally. The ranges correspond to the 95% C.L. regions
(«,«8) in Figs. 7~b! and 8~b!. As before we use the BP9
SSM predictions for the initial neutrino fluxes and the s
vival probability in Eq.~9! to compute the expected rates f
each of the five detectors. Specifically, there are three ty
of detectors:~a! The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory~SNO!
@53#, which is measuring the8B neutrino charged curren
~CC! rate, ~b! the BOREXINO @54# and KamLAND @55#
experiments that are designed to observe the7B neutrino
signal and~c! the HELLAZ @56# and HERON@57# experi-
ments dedicated to a precise measurement of the low-en
pp neutrino flux.
The predictions for the rates in Table I reflect the relat
between the predominant neutrino fluxes that we prese
in Eq. ~17!, i.e., neutrinos with higher energies are in gene
produced closer to the solar center and therefore more li
to pass through a resonance and undergo flavor convers
As can be seen from Fig. 9 the suppression pattern of
NSNI solution is clearly different from the one predicted
the small angle MSW solution~c.f. Fig. 1 of Ref.@58#!. But
there is a striking similarity between the NSNI solution a
the LMA solution, including the preference for largef B ~c.f.
Fig. 7 of Ref.@17#!, the absence of a8B spectral distortion
and the modest day-night effect. Consequently, using s
neutrino data, it will be difficult to distinguish the NSN
scenario from the LMA MSW solution. We note, howeve
that the KamLAND experiment will provide an independe
test of the oscillation parameters of the LMA MSW solutio
by observing antielectron neutrinos from several nuclear
actors around the Kamioka mine in Japan. Thus,
KamLAND would indeed confirm the LMA MSW solution
then the NSNI solution discussed in this paper will be irr
evant.
Since SNO@53# already started taking data and is e
pected to have some results soon, let us consider some
plication for this experiment. As we have pointed out one
the important features of the NSNI conversion mechanism
the absence of any distortion in the solar neutrino spect
even though the averaged survival probabilities of neutri
TABLE I. Future solar neutrino experiments and their rates p








SNO 1999 8B 0.2220.43
BOREXINO 2001 7Be 0.3020.52
KamLAND 2001 7Be 0.3020.52
HELLAZ .2002 pp 0.5220.83























f om different nuclear reactions in the sun are not equal. D
to this feature, the following simple relation between t
SuperKamiokande solar neutrino event rateRSK and the
SNO CC event rateRSNO
CC ~both normalized by the SSM pre
dictions! holds:
RSK5RSNO
CC ~12r !1r f B , ~59!
whereRSK and RSNO
CC are defined exactly as in Eqs.~4! and
~6! of Ref. @59# and r is given by
r[
E dEeR~Ee!E dEnf 8B~En!snm,te~En ,Ee!







FIG. 9. The predicted ranges of the ratios of event rates
SNO, BOREXINO, and HELLAZ/HERON to the correspondin
event rates predicted from the SSM assuming that the neutrino
version induced by FCNI as well as FDNI is the solution to t
solar neutrino problem. Histograms indicate the predictions with
best fitted parameters whereas the error bars indicate the rang
termined by varying parameters within 95% C.L. regions for («,«8)



























































S. BERGMANNet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 073001Here,Ee andEn are the electron and neutrino energy, resp
tively, R(Ee) is the SuperKamiokande resolution and ef
ciency function,f
8B is the 8B neutrino flux, andsnee and
snm,te denote the elastic scattering cross sections fornee
2
→nee2 andnm,te2→nm,te2, respectively.
We note thatRSK and RSNO
CC are defined such thatRSK
5RSNO
CC in the absence of neutrino flavor transitions inclu
ing the case wheref BÞ1. @Strictly speaking, a slight viola-
tion of the equality in Eq.~59! could be induced by the Eart
matter effect on these two experiments, since they are
cated at somewhat different latitudes.# Using the relation
~59!, the true flux of the 8B neutrino flux (f
8B)true
5 f B(f
8B)SSM could be precisely determined by combinin
SuperKamiokande and SNO solar neutrino measuremen
the solar neutrino problem is indeed due to NSNI.
Finally let us discuss briefly the possibility of testing th
solution studied in this paper by future long-baseline n
trino oscillation experiments. Since onlyne→nt transitions
are viable, an independent test would require ant ( n̄t) ap-
pearance experiment using an intense beam ofne ( n̄e),
which could be created at future neutrino factories~see, e.g.,
Ref. @60#!.
Assuming a constant density and using the approxima
thatnd.nu.3ne in the Earth, the conversion probability fo














Using Eqs. ~61! and ~62! and the approximationne;2
mol/cc ~which is valid close to the Earth’s surface!, we find
that, for the case of nonstandard neutrino scatter
off d-quark, P;few31024 for K2K (L5250 km! and P
;few31023 for MINOS (L5732 km! for our best fit pa-
rameters. Similarly foru-quark,P;few31025 for K2K and
P;few31024 for MINOS for the best fit parameters. Thes
estimates imply that it would be hard but not impossible,
least for the case of scattering offd-quarks, to obtain some
signal of ne→nt conversions due to NSNI interactions b











According to ourx2 analysis, nonstandard neutrino inte
actions~NSNI! can provide a good fit to the solar neutrin
data provided that there are rather large nonuniversal FD
~of order 0.5GF) and small FCNI ~of order 10
22
21023GF). The fit to the observed total rate, day-nig
asymmetry, seasonal variation and spectrum distortion of
recoil electron spectrum is comparable in quality to the o
for standard neutrino oscillations.
From the model-independent analysis we learn that NS
induced by the exchange of heavy bosons cannot pro
large enoughne→nm transitions, whilene2nt FCNI in prin-
ciple could be sufficiently strong. However, the curre
bounds will be improved by the upcomingB-factories, pro-
viding an independent test of the NSNI solution. The
quired large nonuniversal FDNI~for ne transitions into both
nm andnt) can be ruled out by the upper bounds on lept
universality, unless they are induced by an intermediate d
blet of SU(2)L ~a scalar or a vector boson! or by a neutral
vector singlet. Forne→nm there exists a bound due to th
limit on compositeness in this case, but forne→nt there is
no significant constraint at present.
Generically only very few models can fulfill the require
ments needed for the solution discussed in this paper: m
less neutrinos, small FCNI and relatively large nonuniver
FDNI. As for the vector bosons the most attractive scena
is to evoke an additionalU(1)B23Lt gauge symmetry~where
B is the baryon number andLt denotes the tau lepton num
ber!, which would introduce an additional vector singlet th
only couples to the third generation leptons and quarks@61#.
Among the attractive theories beyond the standard mo
where neutrinos are naturally massless as a result of a
tecting symmetry, are supersymmetricSU(5) models@62#
that conserveB2L, and theories with an extended gau
structure such asSU(3)C^ SU(3)L ^ U(1)N models @63#,
where a chiral symmetry prevents the neutrino from gettin
mass. These particular models, however, do not contrib
significantly to the specific interactions we are interested
this paper.SU(5) models have negligible NSNI since the
are mediated by vector bosons which have masses at
GUT scale.SU(3)C^ SU(3)L ^ U(1)N models can provide
largeee andee8 , but these models do not induce NSNI wi
quarks. From Eq.~7! it follows that no resonant conversio
can occur in this case.
Therefore we conclude that the best candidate for the
nario we studied is supersymmetric models with brok
R-parity, where the relevant NSNI are mediated by a sca
doublet, namely the ‘‘left-handed’’ bottom squark. Althoug
in this model neutrino masses are not naturally protec
from acquiring a mass, one may either evoke an additio
symmetry or assume that nonzero neutrino masses are n
a range that would spoil the solution in terms of the no
standard neutrino oscillations we have studied in this pa
Even though we consider the conventional oscillati
mechanisms as the most plausible solutions to the solar










STATUS OF THE SOLUTION TO THE SOLAR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 62 073001physics in the neutrino sector include neutrino masses
mixing, as well as new neutrino interactions. While it is d
ficult to explain the atmospheric neutrino problem@43# and
the LSND anomalies@42# by NSNI @40,41#, we have shown
in this paper that a solution of the solar neutrino problem
terms of NSNI is still viable. The ultimate goal is of course
direct experimental test of this solution. The upcoming so
neutrino experiments will provide a lot of new informatio
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